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Executive Summary
This report consists of a summary of ISLearning: Beyond Borders sessions, meetings, and planning
throughout the month of December 2021. With the support of our partner organization, Global Healthy
Living Foundation & Canopy Nepal, Beyond Borders went international this month! We worked with
students, met with curious minds, and have been continuing our culture exchange program.

This month, the Program Manager of Beyond Borders met with the students in New York face to face
and the entire ISLearning team too. With the year coming to an end, this meet-up was a perfect
welcome to 2022.

This report consists of the objectives, outcomes, and recommendations for Beyond Borders for the next
month.
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Beyond Borders
Beyond Borders is a program that aims to empower
learners to become independent, well-informed, and
proactive individuals. By giving emphasis on
enhancing their empathetic understanding and
indulging them in social issues, the program intends
to groom them as change-makers. Beyond Borders is
a common platform for learners around the world for
exploring and improving their potential through open
communication, idea sharing, and exchange of
cultural norms and values in an amicable
environment.

Objectives
1. Connect students globally via letter exchange
2. Enhance empathetic behavior in students
3. Improve knowledge on social issues, current a�airs, and global cultures
4. Develop soft skills essential for sustainable growth
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Program Details
S.No. Work Details

Week 1 (Dec 1-11)

1 Preparation for
Session

The team in Nepal prepared all logistics for the session with high school representations of
Churchill. This is the first session the team in Nepal did with high school representations so
the team, students, and school were very excited.

2
Skill Enhancement

with Culture
Exchange Students

The team conducted Canopy’s storytelling and writing program- Katha Bunaun with our
culture exchange students to highlight their journey in the form of stories.

Week 2 (Dec 12-18)

3 Session with HS
Reps

With the Program Manager in Churchill, and other team members in Nepal, the high school
students of Churchill conducted a session with culture exchange students in Nepal. The
students talked about learning disabilities and their experiences coping with it as they grew
older.

4 Sessions at
Churchill

Nepal’s team also met with the students in New York. The team had interacted with the
students multiple times virtually so to meet them in person was a new experience. Every
year, ISLearning makes sure that at least one team member visits all our students, and this
year Nepal’s Program Manager met with all students in Nepal & the USA.

5 Meeting ISLearning
Team

Our Nepal’s Program Manager has been working with us for 2 years now and she met with
the entire team for the first time this month. The team reflected on our journey so far &
discussed the way forward.

6 Meeting GHLF
Team

After working together for one whole year, the Program Manager met with one of the team
members of Global Healthy Living Foundation. GHLF has been supporting ISLearning and
our work in Nepal since 2020. The team members have also directly interacted with the
students and facilitated sessions.

Week 3 (Dec 19-25)

7 Follow-Up Session

After the session with Churchill high school students, the team conducted a follow-up
session with the students in Nepal. In this session, the students reflected on the experience of
the high school students. With this reflection, they also thought of ways to make Nepal’s
education inclusive for students with learning disabilities.

Week 4 (Dec 20-31)

8 Skill Enhancement
Session

The team focused on conducting skill enhancement sessions with our partner school & the
students there. We conducted Canopy’s Katha Bunaun program with the students.
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Work in Numbers
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Plan for January 2022
● Physical Letter & Gift Distribution in Nepal ~ Students in Churchill made bookmarks for their

friends in Nepal. They also had small gifts for their friends. The team plans on distributing the
gifts in the month of January.

● Publish Research Papers ~ One of Beyond Borders’s team members is from the USA. She is a
research intern and writes papers relating to the education sector. In January, the team will
publish the research paper on our websites and hopefully in news portals too.

● Strategic Planning 2022/23 ~ With Beyond Borders’s contract ending soon in March 2022, the
team will sit together to create a strategic plan for March 2022 to February 2023. The Program
Manager will sit in meetings with Canopy Nepal BoD and ISLearning BoD to create a proposal.

December Budget
S.No. Item Rate Quantity Amount (US$) Remarks

1 Travel & Communication $100 2 $200

2 Certificates $1.5 104 $156

3 Poster Design $35 2 $70

4 Data Packs $5 39 $195 High school session

5 Skill Enhancement Sessions $1,200 With Culture Exchange
Students

Total $1,821
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Annex

1. Glimpses of the Session
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Our Programs

Canopy Nepal
Thirbam Margh, Baluwatar- 04

info@canopynepal.com
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